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Abstract
I review recent findings in human behavioral genetics and their implications for selective breeding and
estimation of genotypic racial differences in polygenic traits.
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1. POLYGENIC SCORES FROM ALL SNPS VS. P<Α SNPS
A recent paper (1) used polygenic scores derived from the Rietveld results (2) to score a nonoverlapping sample of European Americans (EA) and African Americans (AA). They found that
polygenic scores predicted educational outcomes for samples at r’s = .18 and .11 for EAs and AAs
respectively. In terms of variance, this corresponds to 3.24% and 1.21%, respectively. This is small,
but not useless. They don’t report confidence intervals, only p value inequalities, so it isn’t so easy to
see how precise these estimates are (3). The p value inequalities for the two results are p<.001 and
<0.01. Note that sample sizes are different too. The main results table is shown below.

These findings are interesting because they use polygenic scores instead of scores derived from just
the findings that surpass the NHST threshold, i.e. those that have a p value below the alpha value
(p<α).1 Using the full set of betas instead of just the set with p<α results in better predictions. It has
even been found that differential weighting of the SNPs does not have a major effect of the predictive
power of the deriving polygenic scores (4).
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This should be seen in light of conceptually related results in psychometrics where it has been shown
that it doesn’t matter much if one uses g factor scores, simple sums or even randomly weighted
subtests (5). The general mathematical explanation for this is that when one creates a linear
combination (i.e. adds together) many variables, the common variance (‘the signal’) adds up while the
unshared variance (‘the noise’) does not. Thus, the more variables one averages, the more more signal
in the noise (simplifying a bit). The general idea goes back at least to 1910, when Spearman and
Brown independently derived a formula for it (6). Their papers were published in the same journal, even
in the same issue (7,8). Another example of multiple discovery/invention.
Focusing on the number of SNPs with p<α for a trait is the wrong metric to think of. One should instead
think of the found correlation (or other effect size measure if outcome data is categorical) between
polygenic scores and outcomes for cross-validation samples. Thinking of SNPs where p<α is
dichotomous thinking instead of continuous thinking. When using dichotomous models for phenomena
that really is continuous, one will get threshold effects that bias the effect sizes d\nownwards.
2. INCONVENIENT RESULTS CAN BE MADE TO GO AWAY (MAYBE)
Since the study contained both a EA and an AA sample with mean IQs of 105.1 and 94.3, it should be
possible to derive polygenic scores for members of both groups and compare the mean of the groups.
This would be a test of the genetic hypothesis for the well known cognitive ability difference between
the groups (9–11). There are two things worth noting, however.
First, the group difference is only 10.8 IQ, smaller than the usual gap found. There is some question as
to whether the gap has been changing over time (12,13). Some newer samples find smaller gaps
especially those based on WORDSUM scores (14), while others find standard (~1 SD, 15 IQ) sized
gaps (15). The smaller than expected gap in the samples may result from selection bias in the AA
sample (presumably it is difficult to recruit very low S inner city AAs for scientific studies). Note that
results are generally weaker for this sample, which is expected given restriction of range.
Second, not all persons in the groups were genotyped. Those that were had lower mean IQs of 103.9
and 91.6, respectively. This gives a gap of 12.3 points. Note that the reason the EA score is not 100, is
that the overall Add Health sample mean is set to ~100 (100.6).
Despite these caveats, the polygenic scores would be interesting to see. However, the authors decided
to standardize the results within each group, such that the mean of the polygenic scores was 0 for both
groups. The of course makes any group difference impossible to see. They provide the following
rationale:
The 917 European Americans (EAs) in our analytic sample are in 386 sibling pairs and 12 sibling trios,
with an additional 109 singletons. The 677 African Americans (AAs) are in 100 sibling pairs and four
trios, with an additional 465 singletons. Table 1 shows characteristics of the EA and AA sibling pairs
study participants who provided genetic data and constitute our analytic sample. The table also shows
characteristics of the full Add Health EA and AA samples for comparison. The EAs in our analytic
sample are largely comparable to the full population of EA respondents in the Add Health study. The
AAs in our sample are less educated, have less educated parents, and score lower on the verbal
intelligence measure as compared to all AA Add Health participants. The bulk of our analysis is
focused on the EA sample because the original Rietveld et al. (2013) GWAS was conducted on
European-descent individuals. Replication of polygenic scores discovered in EA samples among AA
samples may be compromised because LD differences in the groups lead to less precision among AA
samples. Accordingly, large-scale GWASs of educational attainment in African Americans will be
needed to better quantify genetic influences on attainment in this population. Nevertheless, in the
interest of testing the extent to which findings made in European-descent individuals replicate in a
different population, we conduct several analyses of the AA sample. Due to the small number of AA
sibling pairs in the data, sibling analyses are conducted only in EAs.
The rationale is not entirely unreasonable, but not sufficient reason not to standardize the polygenic
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scores for both samples together. In my opinion, the reason they provide should be taken into account
when interpreting the results, but is not sufficient for not showing the results. My guess is that they did
calculate the scores for both groups and compared them. Upon finding that the AA sample had a lower
mean polygenic score than the EA sample, they decided that result was too toxic to publish. Reverse
publication bias in effect. See also this post. A respected academic acquaintance of mine contacted
the authors but they refused to share the results.
Lastly, one can use the combined sample to investigate whether the data shows a Simpson’s paradox
pattern. The lack of a such pattern is a central finding of Fuerst’s and my upcoming paper (16).
Jensen’s default hypothesis (17) predicts the absence of such a pattern since the same genetic
causes are postulated to be involved in the within race differences as those between them.
3. POLYGENIC SCORES AND SIBLING PAIRS
Another interesting aspect of the study is that they have sibling data. Since siblings receive a random
mix of genes from their parents, they will differ in their genotypic for polygenic traits. This was also
found in this sample: “The mean sibling difference in polygenic scores in the EA sample was 0.8.” (they
did not calculate this for the AA sample, stating that it was too small). In other words, the difference
between siblings is nearing the size of the mean difference in the whole population. The same result is
known to be true for siblings and IQ scores. The mean difference is about 11 IQ compared to a full
sample mean difference of 17 IQ (17). This gives a ratio of 11/17 = .65. Since the educational
attainment data is standardized, we know that the mean difference in scores is 1.13 (Fuerst posted the
formula here, but I’m not sure about the source). This gives a ratio of 1.13/.8 = .71. These ratios are
pretty close as they should be.
We care about sibling comparisons because they by design control for shared environment effects, so
that we don’t need to control them statistically (18). The authors found that results held within sibling
pairs, an important finding. The table below is from their paper:

As we will see below, this has another important practical implication.
4. GENETIC ENGINEERING AND CAUSAL VARIANTS
Since socially valued outcomes have non-zero heritability (19), it means that it is in theory possible to
improve the outcomes by genetic means, just as we have done for animals. I see two main routes to do
this: selection among possible children and direct editing.
The first method is widely used but so far only for a small number of traits. When two persons want a
child, the usual method involves having sex and producing a fetus. As mentioned above, this fetus will
have a random combination of genes from the parents. If the same parents produce a different
combination we call it a sibling.
Selective abortion involves screening fetuses in the womb for anomalies and aborting ones sufficiently
undesirable. Probably the most common target for this is Down’s syndrome, which is substantially
reduced due to the high rate of abortions when it is detected (20,21). For Denmark, the abortion rate
given detection is 99%.
Selective abortion is better than nothing but it is not a good method. Not only is it painful for the
woman, but it is inefficient because one has to wait until one can perform a prenatal screening. At that
point, the fetus is many weeks old. Furthermore, abortions can result in infertility.
Embryo selection is the natural extension of the same idea. Instead of selectively aborting fetuses, we
select between embryos (fertilized eggs). Essentially, we choose an embryo and implant it. This
illustration shows how this works.
The second and best option for genetic engineering is to edit the genes directly. In that we one could
potentially create a genome free of known flaws. This would involve using something like CRISPR.
The problem with direct editing is that we need to know the actual causal variants. This is not required
for selection among possible children. Here is it sufficient that we can make predictions. The difference
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here is that the SNPs we know are in most cases probably not the causal variants. Instead, they are
proxies for the causal variants because the are in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with them. In simple
terms, the reason for this is that the mixing of gene variants from sexual reproduction (meiosis)
happens at random, but in chunks. Thus, gene variants that are located closer to each other in the
genome tend to travel together during splits. This means that they get correlated, which we call LD.
Since practical use of embryo selection requires working on sibling embryos, it is necessary that we
can make genomic predictions among siblings that work. The new paper showed that we can do this
for educational attainment.
5. REPLICABILITY OF GWAS RESULTS ACROSS RACIAL GROUPS
There are two matters. The first is to which degree the genetic architecture of polygenic traits is similar
across racial groups, i.e. if the same genes cause traits across populations or if there is substantial
race-level gene-gene interaction (epistasis). The second is the degree to which SNP betas derived
from one race can be used to make valid predictions for another race.
For polygenic traits that have been under the selection for many thousands of years (e.g. cognitive
ability or height (22)), I think substantial race-level gene-gene interaction is implausible. They are
however plausible for traits that involve a small number of genes and show substantial race
differences, such as those for hair, eye and skin color.
LD patterns change over time. Since the LD patterns change independently and randomly in each
population, they will tend to become different with time.
If the GWAS SNPs owe their predictive power to being actual causal variants, then LD is irrelevant and
they should predict the relevant outcome in any racial group. If however they owe wholly or partly their
predictive power to just being statistically related to causal variants, they should be relatively worse
predictors in racial groups that are most distantly related. One can investigate this by comparing the
predictive power of GWAS betas derived from one population on another population. Since there are
by now 1000s of GWAS, meta-analyses have in fact made such comparisons, mostly for disease
traits. Two reviews found substantial cross-validity for the Eurasian population (Europeans and East
Asians), and less for Africans (usually African Americans) (23,24). The first review only relied on SNPs
with p<α and found weaker results. This is expected because using only these is a threshold effect, as
discussed earlier.
The second review (from 2013; 299 included GWAS) found much stronger results, probably because it
included more SNPs and because they also adjusted for statistical power. Doing so, they found that:
~100% of SNPs replicate in other European samples when accounting for statistical power, ~80% in
East Asian samples but only ~10% in the African American sample (not adjusted for statistical power,
which was ~60% on average). There were fairly few GWAS for AAs however, so some caution is
needed in interpreting the number. Still, this throws some doubt on the usefulness of GWAS results
from Europeans or Asians used on African samples (or reversely).
Which brings us back to…
6. LOW CROSS-VALIDITY OF GWAS BETAS AND POLYGENIC SCORES FOR EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT IN AAS
Despite the relatively weak evidence for European sample derived GWAS betas in Africans, the study
mentioned in the beginning of this review (1) still found a reliable polygenic correlation of .11 in AAs.
However, AAs are an admixed group that are about 75-85% African and 25-15% European (25,26).
The exact admixture proportions depend on the selectivity of the sample. Bryc et al used the 23andme
database which represents individuals willing to pay to have their genomes sequenced. Since this
requires both money (price is about 100$ for US citizens) and interest in genetic results, this will lead to
selection for S (27) and cognitive ability. Both traits are known to correlate with European admixture at
the individual, region and country levels (16), which would then result in higher proportions of European
admixture in AA sample. Shriver et al’s sample is more representative and found mean proportions of
78.7% and 18.6% for African and European ancestry respectively.
If we make the assumption that the polygenic correlation for educational attainment in the AA sample is
purely due to the European admixture, we can make a prediction for the effect size, namely that it
should be about 20% of the size of that for Europeans. I’m not sure but I think that in this case one
should use the proportion of variance, not correlation coefficient. Recall that these were 3.24% and
1.21% (r’s .18 and .11), which gives a ratio of .37. This is higher than the expected value of .186. This
means that there is an excess validity of .187 in the African part of their genome under the null model.
We can use this to make an estimation of the cross-racial validity. Since we have accounted for AAs
European admixture, the rest of the predictive power must come from the African admixture (ignoring
Native American admixture for simplicity), which constitutes 78.7%. This gives an estimated crossracial validity ratio of about .24 (0.187/.787). In a pure African sample, this corresponds to an estimated
correlation coefficient of .09 (sqrt(.182 * .24)). Future studies will reveal how far off these estimates are,
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but most importantly, they are quantitative predictions, not merely qualitative (directional) (28).
7. POOR AFRICAN-EURASIAN CROSS-VALIDITY AND THE PIFFER METHOD
The findings related to the relatively poor, but non-zero cross-validity of GWAS betas between
European and African samples throw some doubt on the SNP evidence found by Piffer in his studies
of the population/country IQ and cognitive ability SNP factors (29). If the betas for the SNPs identified
in European sample GWAS do not work well as predictors for Africans, they would be equally
unsuitable for estimating mean genotypic cognitive ability from SNP frequencies. Thus, further
research is needed to more precisely estimate the cross-racial validity of GWAS betas, especially with
regards to African vs. Eurasian samples.
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